General tinite-element models of compre<;sibleand incompressible fluid flow arc deri,·ed. These in>ol>e local approximations of the 'elocit~· field, the density. and the tempemture for compressible fluids and the ,'e1ocity. temperature. and prl'S'i,re ror incompressihlc tluids. Thcuries or local solenoidal approximl.tions and mixed tiniteclement models ror coml,n'ssihle film lIn' lIerh·ed. A numhl'r or cumpulallonal s..ht'mes are lIe"elopt'll ror Ihe uumerical solulion or hoth lransient and stl':IlI~' nOllllniformtlow prohlems illml\'illg illcol1lpressihlelIuids. Numericlll resulls ohtllinro rrom seH~rallest problel1lsllre gh'el1. It is Shllllil Ihat Ihe finile elel1lenl ml,thod ha" grelll llolenlial for U'ie ill tlo" prohll'I1I".and represenls II p,,"erful new 1001 for Ihe llllalysis of I'iwous flows.
Introduction
T HE present paper is concerned with the application of the concept of finite elements to the formulation and solution of a wide range of problems in fluid dynamics. The method is sufficiently general to treat a variety of unsteady and nonlinear flow phenomena in irregular domains. An intrinsic feature of finite-element approximations is that a mathematical model is generated by patching together a number of purely "Iocar approximations of the phenomena under consideration. This aspect of the method effectively frees the analyst from traditional difficulties associated with irregular geometries, multi-connected domains, and mixed boundary conditions. Moreover. applications are firmly rooted in the physics of the problem at hand and preliminary studies indicate that, for a given order of accuracy, the resulting equations are better conditioned than those obtained by. say. finite difference approximations of the governing differential equations. I Certain of the underlying ideas of the finite element method were discussed in 1943 by Courant. 2 However. the formal presentation of the method is generally attributed to the 1956 paper of Tumer et a1. 3 While the method has found wide application in solid and structural mechanics. 4 its application to flow problem~has come only in rather recent times. Early uses of the method were always associated with variational statements of the problem under consideration. so that it is natural that steady. potential flow problems were the first to be solved using fi.1ite elements. We mention, in this regard. the works of Zienkiewicz, Mayer. and Cheung S on seepage through porous media and Martin" on potential now problems. Finite element models of unsteady compressible and incompressible flow problems were obtained by Applications of finite element methods to a number of important problems in fluid mechanics have been reported in recent years; among them, we mention the work of Thompson, Mack, and Lin ll on steady incompressible flow and Tong.'2 Fujino,l.\ Argyris et a1.. 14 -II> Reddi. 17 BakeLls and Herting, Joseph, Kuusinen. and MacNeal 19 on varioLl~special incompressible flow problems. The recent book of Zienkiewiczl can be consulted for additional references.
In the present investigation. we extend the finite element method to general three-dimensional problems of heat conduction and flow of compressible and incompressible fluids. wherein no restriction is placed on the constitution or equation of state Received December I. 1971 ; revision received May 24.1972 . Support of this work by the U.S. Air Force OffiL'e of Scientific Research under Contract F44620·69-C·0124 is gratefully acknowledged.
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of the fluid under consideration. Effectively. we develop finite clement analogues of the equations of continuity. linear momen· tum, and energy of arbitrary fluids. The models are obtained from local approximations of the density. velocity, and temperature fields in each element and represent generalizations of those proposed earlier. 7. 9 In addition. we treat the problem of fluids characterized by equations of state in which the thermodynamic pressure is not given explicitly as a function of the density. temperature. and velocity gradients. There we develop mixed F1nite-element models by approximating locally the mean stress (or thermodynamic pressure) in each element We obtain a general model in which the equation of state is satisfied in an average sense over each elemenL We then consider the special but important case of viscoLl~incompressible fluids, with emphasis on isotropic Newtonian fluids with constant viscosities. There we address ourselves to certain problems connected with imposing the continuity equation (incompressibility condition) in the discrete model aoo to special boundary conditions. A notion of solenoidal finite element fields is introduced
We then describe computational schemes for the solutions of the equations governing the model for uniform steady flow, nonunifonn steady flow. and unsteady flow of viscous fluids. Numerical results obtained from applications to a number of representative example problems are presented.
Finite Element Models of Fluid Flow
To fix ideas, consider the motion of a continuous medium through some closed region R of three-dimensional euclidean space. We establish in R a fixed inertial frame of reference defined by orthonormal basis vectors ij (i = 1. nodal points by means of simple incidence (13) mappings which merely identify the desired correspondence between local and global nodal labels. These mappings are described e1sewhere 20 and need not be discussed here. The important feature of the model is its local character; that is. the behavior of the medium can be idealized locally in a typical element independent of the behavior in other elements in the model and independent of its ultimate location in the model. The final global model is then obtained by routinely connecting elements together through mappings which depend only upon the topology of the model.
Following guidelines provided by the notion of determinism. 22 we shall take as our fundamental dependent variables, the velocity, mass density. and temperature change liS obvious mellsures of these primitive characteristics. Therefore, consider 1I typical finite element r.. with N, nodes isolated from the global model R. Let \·(x. I~pix, I~and T(x. II denote global approximations of the velocity. density. and temperature change to be dctermined at x E R at time c, and let vee" PI"" and 1(., denote their restrictions to element re' Then finite-element approximations of these restrictions are constructed which arc of the form
Here and henceforth the repeated nodal indices are summed from I to N<; \j~.(t). pj~) (I~and Tf~J(C) are the values of the velocity, density, and relative temperature at node N of element r,. at time c; i.e.
etc. The functions !/1\:,I(X~cp~I(X), and I.~'(x) are local interpolation functions defined so as to have the properties "'.
Notice that Eq. (I) implies that different forms of the interpolation functions may be used to approximate different local fields over the same finite element. In certain cases (some of which arc to be discussed later~this may require that certain of the functions vanish at certain nodal points or that indices N in each member of Eq. (I) may have different ranges. Note also that "higher orderlocal representations can be obtained by also specifying values of derivative; of \', p, and T at the nodes.
We must also remark that, in the case of incompressible fluids.
our formulation requires that, instead of the density Pte,(x, II we approximate the pressure field P(X.I) over R. Thus, if PI"'(X, c) is the restriction of pIx. I) to r,.. we assume
The interpolation functions 11~I(X) also obey Eq. (3).
Mechanics of a Finite Element
I\inematic,
With the local velocity field given by Eq. (Ia~all relcvant kinematical quantities associated with the motion of the clemcnt arc dctcrmined by the nodal velocities \,""(t The equations governing the motion of a typical finite element can be obtained by constructing a Galerkin integral of Cauchy's first law of motion over the element and by using the velocity interpolation functions .pN(X) as weight functions in this integral. If this approach is taken. linear momentum is balanced in an average sense over the element. The arbitrariness of the choice of IjJN(X) as weight functions, however. is removed if an alternate but equivalent approach based on energy balances is employed. 9 The behavior of the medium must be consistent with the principle of conservation of energy:
where K is the kinetic encrgy, U is the internal energy, Q is the mechanical power, and Q is thc heat:
In Eq. (8) /: is the internal energy density. FJ are the components of the body force vector per unit mass, Sj are components of the :iurface tractions. h is the heat per unit mass supplied from internal sources, ([j arc the components of heat flux, and II j is the normal to the boundary surface, Noting that the material derivalive of the kinetic energy for elcment e is
and introducing Eq. (51 and (1al. we obtain }.\·LPpM, , ~l'fJz{ (9) where e,\l\I. = 1.. CP. \t.pN!/1Ldl'. dZ ;,\'LP = 1.CPMI jJ".pI.IjJP.... dl' (10) and M. N. L. P = 1. ... • N,. The first quantity in parenthesis represents the local inertial force at node N in the kth direction. and the second term in the parenthesis represents the convective incrtial force at node N in the kth direction.
Since the local form of the energy balance is
. is the Cauchy stress tensor. the material derivative of the internal energy for the elcment can be written as
'.
where Q, = f.. 
The first and second qualllities in the parenthesis represent the force at node N in the kth direction duc to the surface stress distribution and the force at node N in the kth direction due to the body force. respectively, If we define thc generalized force PSi according to
114)
thcn the generalized forces develop the same amount of mechanical power as the external forces in the continuum element. and fl" = p,virf The Conlinuily Equaliun fur an Element argument that this result must hold for arbitrary values of the nodal velocity I{. we obtain a~lhe general equations of motion (momentum) for a compressible fluid elcment:
The constitutive equation for stress in terms of the approximatc velocity and pressure cxpressions must be introduced to complete this equation.
Constituth'e Equations, Equations of State, and Mixed Models
Assuming that we cannot (or do not choose tol eliminate n from Eq. (25) by use of Eq. (26) we propose a mixed finite-element model in which the restriction ne(x. I) of n to element,." is assumed to be of the form
Equations (15), (18). and (22) [or Eq. (23)] describe the general equations of motion. continuity. and energy (or heat conduction) of a typical element in a finite-element model of an arbitrary fluid. To apply these equations to a specific fluid. it is nece~sary to eliminate c. 1;j. ilk. and possibly '1 by introducing appropriate constitutive equations which uniquely define these functions in terms of "",. Pie, and 7;",. This is the customary procedure in finite-element formulations.
In the case of compressible fluids. however. the mean stress or the thermodynamic pressure often appears implicitly in the equation of state of the tluid. and it may be impossible or impractical to obtain 7;j explicitly as a function of p. ('if and T. In~uch cases. we propose that a "mixed" finite-elcment formulation be used. the basis of which is now to be described.
Consider a c1as.~of fluids described by constitutive equations for the stress tensor of the form
Here n is the so called ther~odynamic pressure and i;j is the dissipative stress. Generally 7;j is given explicitly as a function of p. dn• and T (e.g .. for a class of Stokesian fluids, i;j = 2Jldij.
JI being the viscosity): however. n is defmed implicitly by an equation of state:
The local form of the continuity equation is P + (P('dk = 0 (16) whcrc p == Cp/ CI. Introducing Eqs. (tal and (I b) into (16) yields at point x the residual
We can guarantee that thc rcsidual vanishes in an average sense over the element by requiring that it be orthogonal (with respect to the inner product <f. g) = J, ..fgdv fr., kr/JI'I, ; RpRIl (20) I-Iere it is understood that f'~7;k' and 'lk are functions of the local fields dcfined in Eqs, (I). As before. we rcquire that the residual be orthogonal to thc subspacc spanned by the I.M(X) functions:
of Eq. (20) into Eq. (21) gives the general finite c1emcnt analogue of the energy equation: RII1..lldl'pR (22) In order to obtain a useable exprcssion for the energy equation constitutive equations must be introduced for stres.~1;k' internal energy density r., heat tlux qk' and heat produced by internal sources II. We remark that an alternate equation of heat conduction can be obtained for the clement by rewriting Eq. (II) in terms of the entropy density 'I(x. t) and the internal dissipation a(x. t) = pO'i -qu -ph. For these choices of variables, a procedure similar to that used to obtain Eq. (15) 1.. al.Ndl' (24) Again, the procedure used to derive Eq. (23) is equivalent to Galerkin's method and specific forms can be obtained when constitutive equations for 'I and qi are furnished.
The interpolation functions {("~Ix) have properties similar to Eq. (3). Introducing Eq. (II and (27) into (26). we obtain a residual r,."'. Then. the condition <,. : .{I",) = 0 leads to the N" local equations 1.( J", F({J", n"'. r/JX, i/'~' If), , , p'''. I.", TN) dl' = 0 (28) Equation (281 represents the /inite-element analogue of the equation of state, Eq. (26) . and insure that it is satisfied in a weighted average sense over each finite element. Introduction ofEq. (27) into (25) and incorporation of the result into Eqs. (I5( 18~and (22) [or Eq. (23) T. and I'i,j) yields a complete system of equations in the nodal values of velocity. density. temperature, and thermodynamic pres~ure.
Incompressible Fluids
We shall now consider purely mechanical behavior of incompressible fluids. Here two principal considerations are involved: I) all motions are volume-preserving and 2) the stress tensor is not completely determined by the motion. The first condition reveals that p is now a known constant and the continuity equation reduces to the incompressibility condition
The second consideration suggests that rr = -p. P being the hydrodynamic pressure. and that the local pressure of Eq. (4) should be selected as an unknown in place of p. Considering now p to be known and following essentially the same procedure used to obtain Eq. (15) Similar procedures can be used for various other special boundary conditions. For example. it is not uncommon to use as a condition at the impermeable boundary with zero velocity the specification of the pressure gradient as a function of the body force and the acceleration (i.e.. p" = pF" -pa" where the subscript II refers to the normal direction to the wall). This boundary condition can either be applied by retaining the momentum equation at the nodes in contact with the fixed wall or by applying a discrete version at the nodes in contact with the wall. The first method. which is followed herein. statisfies the boundary condition in an average sense ovcr the boundary elements. The sccond method satisfies thc boundary condition cxactly at the wall nodcs.
The first method is obtained directly from the discrete momentum equation. Eq. (33) (4) into the local statement of the boundary condition and evaluating the result at the coordinates of each of the wall nodes. While this leads to a cruder approximation, it is nevertheless much easicr to apply in actual calculations.
The pressure tcrm h.IINkP''' can be eliminated from the discrete momentum equation Eq. (33) by constructing solenoidal finiteelement approximations of the local velocity. We accomplish this by introducing so called "bubble functions~!Xi(x) which vanish on the boundaries of each element and which satisfy (at least approximately) the condition IXi; = -l/1... ,;lx)vf 
The remaining terms in Eq. (33) II.il/lN, k dv (34) To these equations we add the incompressibility conditions, Eqs. (32), to form a determinate set.
Incomnrl'ssible Newtonian Fluids
If either the total stress or the velocity is specified at the boundary of a finite element modc~no particular difficulties are encountered: the prescribed stress is introduced directly into Eq. (14) to obtain consistent generalized nodal forces, and the nodal velocities are prescribed to satisfy the "nonslip" boundary condition at a fixed or moving wall or the specified velocity distribution on other surfaces, In this respect, the procedure differs very little from that employed in the finite element analysis of solids. However. in fluids, specification of the stress at a boundary may not uniquely determine the pressure; moreover. the boundary conditions may represent constraints on the pressure or its gradient rather than the total stress. In these situations, it may be necessary to develop special analogues of the boundary conditions. Consider. for example, the generalized force of Eq. (14) in the case of an incompressible fluid, Ignoring the body force teml temporarily. we observc that 
where 'l;/{x. I'~) is the dissipative part of thc stress tensor. This can be verified by taking thc divcrgcnce of thc local momentum equation. . 002 . 003 . 004 . 005 .006
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. 004 .003 .002 A natural choicc of a lechnique for solving Eqs. (43) is Ihe incremental loading melhod used in nonlinear structural mechanics. 20 This conclusion is based on Ihe observation Ihal if densily p is assumed to be Ihe loading parameter. when lhe dcnsity equals zero thc sct of equalions reduces to Ihc stationary linear systcm. Eq. (42) , which can be solved using methods dcscribcc\ above.
This solution proccss can be described concisely in vector notation. Suppose Ihat the collection of momentum equations and continuity equations are expressed in vector form as
Equations (41) and (32) 
The coefficielll matrix is square and symmctric. In add ilion, upon asscmbling thc elcments, the global form is sparse and bandcd. Boundary conditions must be applied in accordance with the previous discussion and the resulting set of equations can be solved for the velocity and pressure variables using standard Gauss-elimination codes. This procedure amounts to a piecewise linearization and the number of iterations should be determined by accuracy rcquirements.
Unstelldy Flow
We shall present results in the next section in which the solution of the system of nonlinear differential equations. Eqs. (32) and (33~were integrated numerically using a self-correcting 4th order Runge-Kutta technique. To outline the essential features, considcr first Eq. (33) (46) where ... pV~V~-hMJ'iJl = h"u}'u (49) Equations (46) and (49) 
Some Numerical Results
We shall now cite representative numerical results obtainoo by applying the theory and methods presented earlier to specific problcms in two-dimensional flow of incomprcssible Newtonian fluids. For demonstration purposes, we shall employ six-node triangular elements of the type shown in Fig. I .for which the local velocity and pressure fields are given by the quadratic polynomials 
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.004 Fig.8 Variation of IlTl'Ssore on tbe fixed slider bearing wall.
component at nodes 7, 8, and 9 arc included. As can be secn, in the initial starting period negative tangential velocity components occur at several nodes. This was apparently due to either the applied stress boundary condition or lhe coarseness of the model used. Because of this constraint small transverse velocity components were computed. Thcy were symmetric with respect to the lines connecting nodes 11 and 15 and 3 and 23. The timc histories of the transverse velocity component at nodes 7 and 9 are given in Fig. 4 . .003 (a ....+ b.... iX While the study of thc stability and convergence of finite-element approximations of hyperbolic problems is scarcely beginning. preliminary rcsults seem to indicate that the local character of the approximation lead to inherently bctter conditioned systems than conventional difference schemcs of equal accuracy.
The problem of unsteady COllette .flow through the domain indicated in Fig. I is considered. The following boundary conditions were applied: I) The x vclocity component was assumed to be cqualto 0.1 in.fsec. and lhe)' velocity componenl was assumed 10 be equal to zero at y = 0.2 in, 2) The x and }' velocity components were prescribed as zero at )' = O.
3) The stress on the boundaries x = a and x = 2.0 in. was set equal to zero. 4) The gradient of the pressure in the direction perpendicular to the wall was zero at )' = O. As initial conditions. we set the pressure and the velocity vector equal to zero at all interior nodes all = O.The value of the mass density used was 0.00242 Ibf.-sec.
2 f in,4 and the viscosity here and in all subscquent results was assumed to be 0.00362 In Fig. 2 the tangential velocity profilc at x = 0.5 in. is presented at various times and shows good agreement with the exact solution. 21 In Fig. 3, 2) The x and y velocity components were cquated to zero along the slidcr bearing wall. 3) The stress at all unconstrained boundary nodes was prcscribed as a hydrostatic pressure of 0.00 I Ibf.fin. 2 4) Thc gradient of the pressure pcrpendicular to the bearing wall was set equal to zero. In the initial calculations, the convective inertial tcrms were ignored. The finite element solution for thc velocity profile in the x direction is prcscnted in Fig. 6 . The transverse velocity profile is prescnted in Fig. 7 . and the pressure along the inclined bearing 
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.5 .6 . 7 .8 is indicated in Fig. 8 . The transverse velocity profile changes direction between x = 0.3333 and x = 0.6666 in. resulting in a hack flow in the bearing. The nonlinear convective terms were then included, and the bearing problem was solved by the incremental dcnsities mcthod described earlier. The resulting velocity profile in the x direction at a Reynolds number of 240 is included in Fig. 9 , For Reynolds numbers larger than 240 more significant changes were obscrved in the velocity profile: these rcsults are now being evaluated with a more dctailed model.
U()undar~-I.ayer Flow
The problcm of transient boundary-laycr formation ovcr a l1at platc was allltlyzed using the finite elemcnt grid of Fig. Ill. This model is primarily useful for study of the velocity profile away from the leading edge of the platc. Thus rcsults arc presented for spatial points at least I in. from the leading edgc where thc model converges to the exact solution. In ordcr to predict now patterns at the leading edge. where high velocity gradients are encountercd.a more detailed model of the now would be required.
The rollowing boundary conditions were specified: II The x velocity component was set cqual to 10. in.jsec . and the r velocity component was equated to zero at x = -0.05 in.
2) The x and J' velocity components were zero at J' = O.
3) The gradient.of the pressurc in the direction normal to the wall was zero at y = O. 4) The pressure was zero at all boundary nodes at which the velocity was not specified.
The initial conditions specified th:ll the x velocity components were 10. in.fsec. and the .v velocity components were zero at all unconstrained nodcs at t = O. The pressure was also zero at all nodes at time zero. A mass dcnsity of 1. Ibf.-sec.
2 /in. 4 was assumed. Computed time histories of the x velocity components at nodes A and B arc presented as representative variations in Fig. 10 . In Fig. 11 . the steady state finite-element solution is compared to the Blasius boundary-layer solution at specific points on the plate. Again, excellent agreement is obtained with a rather coarse mesh. 
